
From Mrs Irwin—  As promised in last week’s newsletter, we have 

a range of photographs to share with you from last week’s sports day. As 
you will see, some lovely moments were captured  and the photographs 
clearly show the high levels of enjoyment, as well as the sheer 
determination to succeed from the children! On another note, the 
‘AWOL’ grass is now completely fitted and, for those of you that have 
seen it, I am sure that you will agree just how fantastic it looks and what 
a difference it makes. Huge thank you to the PTA and all of our families 
for raising the funds to complete the project. Next week, the children 
will be voting on a name for the area and plans for it to be fully used by 
the children will be finalised. As we approach the last week of term , we 
are looking forward to the Easter events next week, along with the TT 
Rockstars Day on Tuesday and our whole school DT day on Wednesday. 
Wishing you an enjoyable and restful weekend. 

ROVING REPORTERS : Class 1  - As it was sports day last 

week, Class 1 have been writing about all the interesting races and the 

day itself. The children are also fantastic artists so they have loved 

painting different animals from Africa such as lions, cheetahs and 

flamingos. PE has been super fun doing and has included tag ruby. This 

week Ava enjoyed making butterflies and Alfie loved phonics! (By Lauren 

and Isabelle); Class 2  - Class 2 have been having a bucket full of fun in 

English with their writing about ‘Funny Bones’. Furthermore they have 

ventured into the world of PE by making their own games about bones! 

As well as this, they have also explored facts about bones and then 

created their own skeletons. (By Bertie and Thomas); Class 3— Their 

maths learning in Class 3 this week has been about time - going in to the 

past and future. It has also been assessment week! The artwork that the 

children have been working on is colourful mosaics and they included 

also right-angles! Class 3 have been learning about how the human body 

stands up in science. Finally, the year three pupils have been swimming 

again on Thursday afternoon. So all in all,  it’s been a busy week in Class 

3!  (By Thomas K and Joe); Class 4  - Class 4 have had an interesting 

week once again. First of all, in literacy they have been writing the 

second chapter of an adventure story. Secondly, in maths, Class 4 have 

been working on percentages and adding, subtracting and multiplying 

money. Next on the list in topic, they have been making some fantastic 

symmetrical masks. Finally, in science, Class 4 have been learning about 

habitats for animals. (By Jacob and Alfie) ; Class 5  - During literacy 

sessions, the students of Class 5 wrote about a single race from Sports 

Day (slowing it down to capture the events) and added pencil drawings 

for the final presentation. Computing provided the opportunity to create 

a replica of an old game, with a paddle and a single bouncing ball!  They 

could choose many paths to improve it (eg by adding more balls, 

changing paddle size and length) and make many other modifications. In 

grammar work, Class 5 explored the use of hyphens – and where they go 

in a sentence! In Maths, they have calculated angles in triangles. (By 

Mediya & Isaac) 

FIT FRIDAY—  The perfect way to 

start Friday with Abba! 

 

EXCELLENT LEARNERS - Meet this week’s excellent 

learners  and authors of the week (AOW): Class 1:  Florence—For trying 

hard with her writing (AOW); Ava – For choosing to write for different 

reasons; Class 2: Evelyn—For trying so hard in her writing (AOW); 

Beau—For her wonderful attitude to learning; Class 3:  Elijah—For 

editing and improving his recount (AOW); 

Aaron—For great work telling the time; Class 

4: Elly -For a super start to her story (AOW); 

Lucas - For his excellent attainment in 

maths ;  Class 5:  Rosie S & Joe —For their 

superb recounts about sports day. (AOW)  

SPORTS DAY PHOTOS—   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ATTENDANCE—  Class attendance for last week is as follows: Class 5 

- 99%, Class 3—98.6%; Class 1—98.1%; Class 2—96.8%; Class 4—96%. 

Well done and thank you to Class 5.  

POP SHOP— A reminder that the children who have been 

attending this half term’s ‘Pop Shop’ with Audrey will be 

performing to parents, carers and family members from 4.15pm 

to 5.15pm in the Hall on Monday 8th April. We look forward to 

seeing you there!  

Dates for your diary: 

 Monday 8th April is Pop Shop performance (as above) 

 Raffle tickets on sale from Monday, 50p each with a maximum 
spend of £2. Please could any donations of eggs be sent in to 
school by Thursday afternoon.  

 Tuesday 9th April is TT Rockstars Day—the children can come to 
school dressed as a Rockstar. All the children will be completing 
their 'Rock Star Maths' challenges in class and we will be 
holding a special assembly to celebrate the progress made! 

 Tuesday 9th—Drop in at 3.30pm to be rearranged for after 
Easter.  

 Wednesday 10th April is our whole school DT Day 
 
Wishing you a lovely and safe weekend from all the staff and governors 

at Oxspring. 
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